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(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. We’re going to work with the violet flame coming up around the body and a very soft pink
light coming down through the top of the head, kind of a soft pink but very wide. About as wide as
the shoulders coming down from above and violet flame coming up around that.
Those two particular colors will be quite helpful during this time period; keep you spiritually
connected and keep you continuously in a state of transformation and purification.
Alright. Today’s topic, or for this week, is about birthing angels.

There is the ability for angels to be created by Humanity. Certainly you can invoke angels at any
time, particularly the Archangels. And then you can also birth new angels literally.
So we’ve done some of this in the past but I think now is another good time to work with it. So
what we want to do is bring angelic energy through your body. So you just invite angelic presence
or angelic energy to come through your body, to channel through it. And then you can kind of give
the command “birth angels” and then breathe out.
And oftentimes what you see are spheres of light and they could be little tiny ones or soccer ball
size or whatever but you see almost like bubbles literally sort of coming out in the aura and then
you can just keep requesting that.
You want the angelic presence to come through you, through your physical body, and then birth
angels onto the physical plane of consciousness.
Of course, a lot of the angels stay in the etheric realms. But this is a good way to just create more
angelic presence on the planet to be of assistance to Humanity, the animal kingdom, the mineral
kingdom and the plant kingdom.
As always, thank you and my love to you.
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